ROUND 3 GUIDELINES

1. DATES: Submission of packets have been extended due to Hurricane Ian.

2. MUST INCLUDE COPY OF DL

3. NO COPIES, MUST BE ORIGINALS

4. IF ALREADY PURCHASE CAN NOT PURCHASE ANOTHER

5. MAY TAKE UP TO 2 YEARS TO PROCESS, DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF PACKETS RECEIVED

6. USE PRINTABLE VERSION / WRITE SO WE CAN READ IT

7. KNOW WHAT GRADE YOU WANT AND HAVE A BACKUP

8. CMP (RIFLES) AND CMP 1911 RECORDS DO NOT TRANSFER

9. YES, YOU CAN USE A COPY OF YOUR MILITARY ID

10. WHAT IS AVAILABLE, IS WHAT YOU CAN PICK FROM / NO SPECIAL REQUESTS

11. FFL MUST HAVE STORE FRONT AND NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS,

12. We will ship only to a 01, 02 or 07 FFL.

13. IF RETURNED FOR NON DELIVERY, YOU WILL BE CHARGED a $25.00 RESHIPMENT FEE
14. PROVIDE A GOOD TELEPHONE NUMBER & EMAIL ADDRESS

15. WE CAN NOT SHIP TO MASS. OR U.S. TERRITORIES.

16. PLEASE DO NOT SEND REQUIRING A SIGNATURE, WE HAVE NEITHER THE STAFF NOT THE TIME TO GO TO POST OFFICE TO PICK UP (MAIL IS DELIVERED AFTER WE CLOSE HERE).

17. OUR STAFF WILL ONLY SPEAK TO THE PERSON LISTED ON THE 1911 ORDER PACKET.

18. WE WILL NOT ACCEPT CMP (RIFLE) UNIVERSAL ORDER FORMS.

19. IF YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN A FBI UBIN NUMBER, PLEASE INCLUDE IT WITH YOUR PACKET.

20. DUE TO THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE MAIL SERVICE IN THIS AREA, IT IS STRONGLY SUGGESTED THAT 1911 ORDER PACKETS BE SENT BY FEDEX OR UPS, TO ENSURE TIMELY DELIVERY.